
Youth & Junior Championships 11th September 2021 Briefing Notes 

Our annual Youth & Junior championships is an event for all abilities.  

If you are new to racing, there will be on the water coaches to help you. You can also learn a lot by 

watching the more experienced sailors- look at the angle they are sailing to the wind when beating. 

Are you sailing at the same angle? See where their sails are set- are you pulling your sail in, or letting 

it out, as far as they are?  

If you are an experienced sailor, please respect and help our novice racers, especially on the start 

line, and understand that they may not know all the rules yet. You were all learners once! 

We are sharing the water with an open meeting for Finns and Europes. Make sure you go to the 

correct committee boat for our races. We will be using the old committee boat, “Jam Sandwich”. If 

you are not sure where to go, ask before launching. Please also keep clear of the open meeting race 

course when sailing to and from our race area. 

There are 2 course options. Course one, a Trapezoid, and course 2, a Backwards P. A flag on the 

committee boat will tell you which course we are using. All the courses and flags are illustrated in 

the document “Y&J Champs 2021 Schedule and Information” and will be displayed on a notice board 

at the front of the clubhouse. It is more likely that we will be using course number 1, the trapezoid. 

Always check the flags before each race. We may have to change courses between races.  

The race start sequence is 5-4-1-Go. There will be a horn at 5 minutes, one at 4, then a long gap, 

then a horn at 1 minute and then, finally, a horn to start the race. There will be flags displayed as 

each horn sounds. These are explained in the document “Y&J Champs 2021 Schedule and 

Information”. Everyone starts together and races last about 35 to 40 minutes.  

For the benefit of new racers: You must be behind the line at the start. If someone is over the line, 

there is an extra hoot at the start and a flag is waved- anyone over the line must go back and re-

cross the line. This is called an “individual recall” If there are too many people over the line, there 

will be 2 extra hoots and a flag, and everyone comes back- and we re-start the whole start sequence 

again. This is called a “general recall” the coach boats will tell you what is going on if something 

unusual like this happens. 

We are racing average lap handicap, so some boats may sail more laps than others. The boat with 

the quickest average lap time, corrected on handicap, wins the race.  This means that the boat that 

is given the first hoot on the water at the finish will not necessarily be the lead boat in the race. 

We will race 2 races back to back in the morning, so when you have finished the first race, stay near 

the committee boat ready for the next race, but be sure to keep out of the way of boats that are still 

racing. We go in for lunch after race 2, then after lunch, there will be another 2 races back to back.  

If all 4 races are run, there will be one discard- so your best 3 race results will count towards your 

final score. If fewer than 4 races are completed, all results count. 

There will be a prize giving as soon as possible after racing has finished for the day. Prizes are 

awarded in the categories shown in the document “Y&J Champs 2021 Schedule and Information” 

There will also be all sorts of spot prizes- our on the water coaches will be keeping an eye out for 

special achievements, examples of good sportsmanship,  and anything  else which catches their eye! 

 

Have a great day on the water! 


